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District Profile
CCRESA is located in St. Johns, 20 miles north of Michigan’s State Capital. Together
with our six school districts and over 40 itinerant staff, we serve over 10,000 students
throughout Clinton County. We also host MDE’s Early On Training and Technical
Assistance (EOTTA) program and provide secondary education for residents of Turning
Point Youth Center TPYC).
Our main offices are located in the SouthPoint Mall at:
1013 S. US-27, Suite A
St. Johns, MI 48879
Ph: 989-224-6831
Fax: 989-224-9574
http://www.ccresa.org/
Our classroom facilities are located three (3) miles south of our SouthPoint offices at:
4179 S. US-27
St. Johns, MI 48879
Ph: 989-224-6831
Fax: 989-224-9574
Our Early On Training and Technical Assistance offices are located at:
13109 Schavey Rd
DeWitt, MI 48820
Ph: 866-334-5137
http://ccresa.org/eotweb/
Our Turning Point Youth Center is located at:
101 W. Townsend Rd
St. Johns, MI 48879
Ph: 989-224-1177
Fax: 989-668-0550
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Introduction
Clinton County RESA is committed to realizing, and sharing, the benefits of Educational
Technology – both to improve student achievement and to prepare them to thrive in the
21st Century work force. To facilitate this commitment to our County’s life-long
learners, CCRESA and its collaborative partners - Lansing Community College (LCC)
and Clinton County’s Chamber of Commerce - share a renovated facility with state-ofthe-art technology infrastructure in St. John’s SouthPoint Mall.
CCRESA conducts over 1,000 workshops and conferences annually, with thousands of
area stakeholders visiting our facilities. Most of them do so to participate in the many
professional development events that are conducted in partnership with Shiawassee
RESD (SRESD). These sessions often take full advantage of our updated wireless
infrastructure that is shared with several of our local districts (LEAs) and is connected
Middle Michigan’s Network for Educational Telecommunications (MMNET’s) fiberoptic network.
These infrastructure provisions are some of the ways CCRESA has embraced the realities
of the information age to lead area schools in preparing for significant changes that focus
on leveraging proven educational technology to enhance the learning experience of both
Clinton County students and citizenry.
Technology Planning Team
Amy Baad, Special Education
Steve Cameron, Technology
Mike Conway, Technology
Melissa Dawes, Instruction
James Fisher, Technology
Royce Humm, Technology
Anita Mills, CTE
Dan Muliett, EOTTA
Norbert Klein, Technology
Peter Klein, Technology
Jayne Weiber, Business Office
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Mission Statement
It is the mission of CCRESA to lead and support learning.
In pursuit of this mission, CCRESA will…
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare learners to be successful in a competitive, global economy
Continually enhance student achievement
Employ a competent, enthusiastic staff that provides exemplary customer service
Collaborate with schools and other agencies
Continually assess the effectiveness and efficiency of CCRESA programs and
services

Vision Statement
It is the vision of CCRESA to create an environment where everyone is continually
learning.
In pursuit of this vision, CCRESA will…
•
•
•
•

Deliver high quality educational programming and support
Lead the pursuit of educational opportunities for learners of all ages
Model and encourage lifelong learning
Continually challenge the status quo

Technology Related District Goals:
Goal 1:
To provide instructional resources to students, educators, parents and community with
integrated instructional tools that will improve teaching and learning.	
  Universal Design for
Learning (UDL) principles are integrated to provide access to the curriculum for all
learners.
Goal 2:
To provide professional development opportunities for CCRESA and local district staff
on effective use of technology resources in their classrooms and offices.
Goal 3:
To provide technology resources that will improve communication within and between
schools, classrooms, districts and their community stakeholders.
Goal 4:
To provide administrative technologies and technical support for the improvement of
instructional and school operations.
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Curriculum Integration
CCRESA strives to model the integration of technology into all subject areas.
This is accomplished by educating or training individuals in the environment
where they will be using the technology, as well as focusing on topics that are
apropos to their daily work. Through our work in the content areas, technology is
integrated into all professional development offered by CCRESA. The METS
(available at www.techplan.org, METS-S and NETS-T) are used as guiding tools
as well as the Michigan State Technology Plan. We make use of a variety of
resources to assist in this work: the Michigan Department of Education (MDE),
the Regional Education Media Center Association of Michigan (REMC), REMC
Instructional Technology Specialists (RITS), curriculum specialists and
educational staff in our county.
Especially For Students:
• We provide special summer programs to carry out our goals that meet both
METS-S standards, and also integrate mathematics and science GLCE’s. These
programs give students opportunities to apply their classroom learning in a fun,
technology-rich, environment where they are engaged in creative and
collaborative problem-solving tasks.
• Students are meeting the “Online learning requirement for graduation” through
many of the Career Technology Education (CTE) Programs in the county. A
county-wide effort has been bringing different groups of the CTE staff together to
put their curriculum online in Moodle. The content and course environment are
aligned to the CTE and METS-S standards. Each year additional CTE programs
are being enhanced through this online environment.
• Students are benefiting from the integrated approach to professional development
across content areas, as the staff are increasingly building more comfort in using
and integrating technology into their curriculum activities.
• Students are increasing their technology proficiency through the lessons and
activities in 21 Things for Students.
Addressing All Learners
Students with Learning Disabilities can master complex problem-solving skills as well as
other students with the support of educational technology. In some cases, these students
exhibit unique facility with technology and become highly valued tutors within the
classroom. Web 2.0 tools including voice recognition, text reader, and word prediction,
teamed with carefully guided instruction, have enabled some students with learning
disabilities to write well-reasoned and organized reports. Studies of students with
learning disabilities show that technology can expand access to educational resources
and enhance students’ ability to process and remember information.

•

Differentiated Instruction strategies and web tools have been included in training
for teachers in content areas. The use of NetTrekker has been demonstrated
through modeling and practice.
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•

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) principles are integrated to provide access
to the curriculum for all learners.
• CCRESA’s Assistive Technology (AT) Coordinator provides trainings to
county-wide staff, student’s and parent’s on a variety of AT tools to ensure that
all students have access to the core curriculum.
• CCRESA technical staff supports districts in the installation and use of special
equipment and software. A lending library of technologies (such as adapted
keyboards, switch interfaces, tablets, etc.) is available for sign-out to the districts.
There are currently over 500 items in the lending library.
Especially for Classroom Educators:
CCRESA provides teachers and support staff with a wide variety of curriculum,
assessment, and data analysis training opportunities where technology is embedded
throughout all of the professional development training. The Local Service Planning
process, Curriculum Council, and Principals’ input, help target the professional
development opportunities provided by CCRESA to meet specific curricular areas to
improve student achievement. A sample of the CCRESA professional development
programs is attached as Appendix A. This represents a variety of our program offerings.
Following are some of the priority areas targeted:
• Writing continues to be an area of priority particularly in light of the
technology requirements of the Common Core State Standards being
implemented and the anticipated SMARTER Balanced Consortium
Assessments. With the new curriculum and assessments, students are
expected to demonstrate writing proficiency using digital technologies.
Additionally, studies have shown that students produce more writing of
increased quality when they use computers to compose and edit. To meet
this priority, a variety of professional development is being offered
o Literacy Leaders
o Argument Writing using MAISA units
o Preparing for the SMARTER Balanced Consortium Assessments
o Project WRITE
o Implementing the CCSS 8 Mathematical Practices
• Continue to offer trainings to support the use of Infinite Campus for our
local districts
• Continue to offer trainings to support the use of our Data Warehouse
(Illuminate DnA) and Special Education Administration software
(Illuminate Special Education).
• In the Fall of 2010, CCRESA joined six other ISDs in the development of
a Moodle Consortium. In the Spring of 2011, Blackboard content was
converted to Moodle 1.9 and teachers were transitioned from Blackboard
to Moodle use. Blackboard was totally phased out as of June 30, 2011.
During the next year, CCRESA will continue to support teachers
throughout the county in expanding their expertise and use of Moodle as
their content management system.
• Continue to expand the use of the Moodle online course management
tools. e.g. Many of the CTE courses in the county are using Moodle to
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•
•
•

host their course materials and to meet the online learning requirement of
the state.
Provide leadership and training to support district initiatives
Provide leadership and support for the implementation and integration of
the METS standards adopted 2009.
Continue to offer the 21 Things for Teachers, 21 Things for
Administrators, and 21 Things for Students to Clinton districts. CCRESA
staff take part in teaching these courses.

Curriculum: Student Achievement
Research has shown that to make a systemic change in school systems the
administrators are a key element. To meet the first three goals, CCRESA
provides customized professional development opportunities with input from the
administrators across our county, to meet the challenge for improving student
achievement, and implementing assessment and data driven decision-making.
Some of these opportunities we are carrying out include:
• MI School Data
• Data Warehouse training
• Assist
• School Accountability
• Data Analysis with ExamView
• School Improvement Planning Template Support
• Infinite Campus Training
• Moodle Training
• Perception Surveys
• NIMS
• County-wide Professional Development Planning with curriculum
directors
• County-wide Superintendent Planning
The implementation and integration of technology across the curriculum, helps
ALL students to master and meet academic standards and skills required for
success in the 21st century. CCRESA provides leadership and support to the
districts in this endeavor.
Strategies CCRESA Implements to Support and Improve Student
Achievement:
• Participates in funding the Discovery Education content for the
classroom teachers, which includes a library of streaming video
resources, online quizzes and assignments to meet Michigan curriculum
standards. (National Tech Plan Action Step 6, move toward digital
content)
• Opportunities to meet the online learning requirement for graduation are
provided through locally teacher-delivered blended classroom content
through Moodle. (National Tech Plan Action Step 4, support e-learning)
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•

Provides coordination and oversight of the county-wide Career and
Technology Education courses, offering content, collaboration, and
assignments in an online blended course management system. (National
Tech Plan Action Step 4, support e-learning).
• Provides training and facilitation for EDP and career exploration
opportunities, including access to Career Cruising, as well as Key Train
(for core curriculum support) Moodle, Desire 2 Learn (online
curriculum support), and other content specific online resources.
(National Tech Plan Action Step 1. Strengthen Leadership, Step 3.
Improve Teacher Training, Step 4. Support E-learning, and Step 6. Move
Towards Digital Content.)
• Provides leadership for county-wide Internet safety and digital citizenship
awareness and curriculum.
• Provides a data warehouse for each district as well as county-wide. This
system is used to monitor and improve student achievement in all areas in
relation to many factors including socio-economic, attendance, grades,
MEAP scores, expenditures, teacher factors, and discipline to name a few.
(National Tech Plan Action Step 1. Strengthen Leadership, Step 6. Move
toward digital content, and Step 7. Integrate Data Systems).
Curriculum: Technology Delivery
CCRESA is focused on the digital delivery of educational content to enhance curriculum
throughout CCRESA and local districts. Research has shown that by incorporating
pictures, sound, and animation in classroom activities, multimedia significantly enhances
students’ recall of basic facts, as well as their understanding of complex systems.
CCRESA partners with local districts in providing local access to video streaming,
curriculum resources, and assessment activities from the Discovery Education Company.
Distance learning, delivered via live interactive transmissions, improves student
achievement at least as much as traditional methods of instruction. Online courses offer
the opportunity for students to take classes anytime, anywhere. In addition, particularly
for students in rural or remote schools, distance-learning technology expands student
access to the core curriculum by enabling students to take classes not typically offered at
their own schools. In many cases, the instruction students receive is of high quality,
because distance-learning courses can attract exceptional teachers and content experts.
Instructional Technology provides training for educators and assists schools in planning
technology use in the classroom as well as helping in the development of effective
technology plans for the local districts.
Curriculum: Parental Communication & Community Relations
Technology offers new and exciting ways for families to increase their involvement in
their children’s education. CCRESA provides the infrastructure for: web-based
information, online course management system access, telecommunications and email
capabilities with districts.
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Strategies to provide and enhance communications:
• Communications and learning are extended to the home environment for parents
and students through multimedia resources (Discovery Education) and Moodle.
Example: student access to video streaming
• The CCRESA website (www.ccresa.org) provides information to parents and the
community. Additionally, CCRESA has an adaptive technology committee that
has developed a lending library for both schools and parents, and has made the
materials available for checkout through the web.
• CCRESA leads a county-wide effort focused on Internet Safety. CCRESA
hosts meetings to discuss ways to keep kids safe online, and to educate them
on proper ethical use of the Internet.
• CCRESA has begun utilizing the Honeywell Instant Alert System. This
system allows instant communication to parents in multiple ways including
voice, text messaging, and work calling regarding critical information about
any school situation. This deployment included training as well as ongoing
support.
• CCRESA supports the Student Information System (Infinite Campus) for
two of our local districts. The Parent portal, available over the Internet,
allows parents to have real-time information regarding their student's grades,
attendance and class announcements. CCRESA will continue to provide
training and support for this SIS.
Curriculum: Collaboration
CCRESA currently does not offer programs targeted at Adult Literacy.
Professional Development
Over the course of the 2014/2015 school year, the current professional development
offerings include:
• Educational Services and REMC13 course offerings throughout the year
• RESA, EOT and MDE supported conferences, institutes and video
teleconferences
• RESA supported staff attendance at technology integration seminars and
conferences such as MACUL, MAEDS, MAME, MPAAA and NECC
• On-line tutorials
• Web conferencing tools such as WebEx and AdobeConnect
Professional Development
1. CCRESA will provide leadership and support in the integration of Web
2.0 tools to support the curriculum and for improving collaboration.
2. Continue to offer the 21 Things for Teachers, 21 Things for
Administrators, and 21 Things for Students to Clinton districts. CCRESA
staff take part in teaching these courses.
3. Facilitate the development of professional learning communities
4. Provide online training opportunities
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5. CCRESA will continue to use REMC and MDE provided online resources (such
as the MEL’s Access Michigan) to support appropriate online staff training needs
of its staff.
Expectations for All Staff
CCRESA staff are expected to adopt the five ISTE Technology Standards for School
Administrators (NETS-A) that are posted with a PDF link at http://www.iste.org/standards
Training for Technical Staff
As mentioned above, CCRESA will support technical staff training for both current and
emerging issues.
Supporting Resources
CCRESA is committed to providing high quality professional development that is
targeted to meet the needs of the educators in our county. This is accomplished by
educating or training individuals in the environment where they will be using the
technology, as well as focusing on topics that are apropos to their daily work. Through
our work in the content areas, technology is integrated into all professional development
offered by CCRESA. We also are partnering with a variety of ISD’s to expand the
resources and training we offer (i.e. our partnership with SRESD). To economically
provide a course management system for students and teachers, we are in a partnership
with Ingham ISD for the use of Moodle. We host and offer training using REMCs
21Things courses. There are currently three 21Things course offerings (one for teachers,
one for administrators, and one for students. We plan to continue to offer the 21 Things
for Teachers, 21 Things for Administrators, and 21 Things for Students to Clinton
districts. CCRESA staff take part in teaching these courses.
Technology Infrastructure
CCRESA has invested resources over the years to have a strong technology
infrastructure. Below are standards and objectives that RESA will focus on.
Equipment Life-cycling
In order to maintain hardware capable of running up-to-date software, CCRESA will
place all PCs on a four year replacement cycle.
Brand Selection
CCRESA currently uses Dell as its primary PC vendor but allows for the purchase of
special equipment outside the standard for exceptions that are approved by the
Technology Coordinator.
Model Selection
CCRESA will aim to limit model selection to no more than four models (2 laptop and 2
desktop) that can be purchased for use by CCRESA staff.
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Platform
CCRESA currently supports the PC platform for all staff use with the exception of Apple
systems that are used on a case by case basis.
Standard Operating System (OS)
CCRESA currently uses Windows 7 for most Windows PCS and will be migrating or
eliminating remaining Windows XP PCs to (standardize on) Windows 7 by Window XP
end of life in 2014.
Application Software Standard
CCRESA continues to support MS Office productivity software. Nonstandard
installations may be allowed on a case-by-case basis but will not be supported by
CCRESA technical staff.
Donated Equipment
Donated equipment will be accepted if: it meets minimum performance requirements
that are maintained by our technicians; will run Window 7 or higher; and funding is
available to license software necessary for its use.
Granted Equipment
Cash grants will be use to purchase hardware, software and services that meet district
standards and specifications. Equipment grants are to be approved by our Technology
Department before being submitted.
Surplus practice
Once equipment outlives its warranty and is replaced, the original equipment may be
used by CCRESA staff without support until it breaks. Once it breaks down it is to be
sent for recycling or disposed of per Board Policy.
Warranties
Three year warranties are to be purchased on computers purchased by CCRESA staff.
HelpDesk
CCRESA users have accounts at http://helpdesk.ccresa.org which they use to access our
shared (with SRESD) Web Help Desk. CCRESA staff can also submit support tickets via
helpdesk phone calls (extension 2300) and e-mails (helpdesk@ccresa.org).
Use of Online Knowledgebase for Technical Help
CCRESA Technology Staff will continue to develop and document technology resources,
information, tutorials and related links on the Documents/Downloads of our district
website. We also post technical issues/solutions needed by our staff in both CCRESA's
4th Friday and Visions publications.
Software Support Protocols and Standards
Vendors of software purchased by CCRESA staff must provide for its support or have inhouse champions who will resolve related user issues.
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New Equipment Deployment
CCRESA's technician will image, inventory and tag all new desktops, laptops and
peripheral equipment.
Certification of Technical Staff
CCRESA will continue to support its technical staff training through conference and
seminar attendance and online subscriptions to resources that assist them in their duties.
Differentiated Job Descriptions
CCRESA has differentiated three technology staff area's: Data/MIS, Network/Tech
Support, and Conference Center Support with active cross-training and coverage between
them.
Departmental Support
Each CCRESA department has at least one employee who contributes to the district
website and another who functions as a rep for departmental Conference Center events.
Contracted Support
CCRESA required technical support for high-level support and major projects will be
contracted with an outside service organization that meets district criteria for support.
Student Support
Our CCRESA tech department will continue to utilize a part time local high school
student as a co-op employee with duties ranging from basic troubleshooting, system
diagnostics & preventive maintenance to equipment set-up and asset management.
Network Infrastructure
All classrooms, offices and conference rooms at both our main office building and our
Classroom Center have both wired and wireless network access to our MMNET network.
Our satellite (largley Special Ed and Career Ed programs) and partner facilities, with the
exception of our EarlyOn office, are all also connected via either Cable or MMNET
broadband.
Server Farms and Centralized Services
Recent collaborative initiatives between CCRESA and its LEAs, supported by PA-63,
lead us to make plans for a countywide server and service consolidation at CCRESA's
main office center.
Student/Fiscal/HR/ Assessment Systems
CCRESA currently uses CEO and CIMS systems applications.
CCRESA currently uses Microsoft’s Active Directory and Microsoft’s cloud-based email service (Office365).
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Increase Access
CCRESA hosts a WiFi controller for five districts including the RESA. This investment
has allowed CCRESA and its LEAs to expand network access to staff and students.
Improvements to the infrastructure and bandwidth have also occurred to provide
additional capacity for additional devices.
Connected Community
Both Clinton County RESA’s website and its VISIONS publication are vital in keeping
our community, parents and educational partners abreast of current information and
activities as they relate to our previously mentioned Mission Statement. Our entire
Clinton County community supports a wealth of practical technology offerings made
available to Clinton County students through our Career and Tech Ed program that was
overwhelmingly supported via school mileage. One of the reasons this program was so
well endorsed was due to a widely distributed production video that clearly demonstrated
both the considerable demand for such technical career training and Clinton County’s
ability to deliver it.
CCRESA also collaborates with community partners Lansing Community College (LCC)
and Michigan Integrated Technology Supports (MITS) to provide and coordinate local,
regional and state adult services and training for area learners.
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Funding and Budget
Clinton County RESA regularly uses a variety of methods to offset the costs of keeping
pace with technological change. We participate in the MMNET consortium which
provides WAN (Wide Area Network) infrastructure needed to conduct cost effective
interactive video, on broadband and Internet access. Technology is also supported
locally with budgeted monies for technological improvements and maintenance of
current infrastructure and equipment. CCRESA also participates in the Universal
Service Fund - which makes our MMNET membership and Merit ISP services possible
– and has used Renovation, RUS, TLCF and IDEA funds for technology enhance
learning initiatives that both increase access to – and effectiveness of – needed
educational technology. CCRESA's proposed budgets for the current plan cycle school
years are as follows:

Item
Data Information Services /
Operating Expenses - Salaries,
Benefits, Travel, Supplies,
Maintenance Services and
License Agreements
Network/Internet Access
Capital Outlay – PC &
peripheral equipment
Data Technology Costs –
Salaries, Benefits, Travel,
Supplies, Maintenance Services
and License Agreements
Totals
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2014-2015
$217,500

$33,000
$40,000
$169,000

$459,500

	
  

Coordination of Resources
Clinton County RESA regularly uses a variety of methods to offset the costs of keeping
pace with technological change. We participate in the MMNET consortium which
provides WAN (Wide Area Network) infrastructure needed to conduct cost effective
interactive video, on broadband and Internet access. Technology is also supported locally
with budgeted monies for technological improvements and maintenance of current
infrastructure and equipment.
CCRESA also participates in the Universal Service Fund (eRate) - which makes our
MMNET membership and Merit ISP services possible – and has used Renovation, RUS,
TLCF and IDEA funds for technology enhance learning initiatives that both increase access
to – and effectiveness of – needed educational technology.
CCRESA also actively collaborates with the Multi-county Consortium. Shiawassee
RESD and Clinton County RESA share services and resources with each other.
Monitoring and Evaluation
The CCRESA Technology Planning Committee monitor the performance of the
technology plan. All academic buildings and most support buildings have been
connected to wide area network. Since we have accomplished providing access to all
students and staff in classrooms, the second phase of this plan will focus on delivery of
all services to the desktop. These committees meet at least quarterly, and more often as
needed.
A system is in place to monitor teacher input of all offered training. Participant
evaluations have rated these programs consistently as excellent. This formative
evaluation will continue. A significant number (approximately 60%) of all training now
occurs in local districts.
CCRESA has developed an instructional services delivery model. This model focuses on
developing local service plans with our constituent districts based on their schools
improvement and strategic planning goals. Their individual needs, in cooperation with
CCRESA plans, encompass our regional technology plan.
Evaluations will be based on the following:
1. evaluations completed by the member school districts
2. research required for completion of projects
3. implementation of projects
4. completion of projects
5. participation in projects of local school district staffs, students and parents
6. evaluations completed by attendees at staff development activities.
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Appendix A: Integrated Technology Sessions Offered
Below is a partial list of “Integrated Technology” sessions offered in 2014-2015. As
our focus has been on integrating technology throughout all of our Professional
Development curricular areas, we no longer provide many isolated “technology”
PD’s.
Moodle Training
Assessment with ExamView Session
Data Warehouse 101
Power School Workday for Counselors @ SRESD
21 Things for the 21st Century Educator
21 Things for the 21st Century Administrator
21 Things for the 21st Century Student
SchoolFusion Training
Technology Plan Meeting
iPad Training
Warehouse Refresher Invitation
Einstruction Mobi Training
Einstruction CPS Training
SMART Board Training
Discovery Education Training
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Appendix B : Strategic Technology Plan

Clinton County Regional Educational Service Agency
Strategic Technology Plan
Vision: To provide highly effective technology services, resources, and support to the
learning community that enhances student and professional development and
achievement.
Strategy 1: Enable Data-Driven Decision-Making
A. Leverage Data Warehouse (Illuminate DnA) to enable users appropriate
access to a comprehensive view of the organization, supporting
forecasting and decision-making processes at all levels. (Ongoing)
B. Leverage Special Education administration software (Illuminate ISE) to
ensure compliance of SPP indicators, IEP accuracy, successful
focused monitoring, timely completion of Medicaid reporting, and
progress monitoring. (Ongoing)
C. Utilize Project Management software to document, track, and
communicate progress to stakeholders by June 30, 2015.
Strategy 2: Enhance the IT Infrastructure
A. Assess and enhance wireless coverage and density to meet user needs
by June 30, 2015.
B. Connect remote CCRESA employees to centralized services and local
resources by June 30, 2016.
C. Utilize file storage and sharing tools to enable collaboration for
employees and partners by June 30, 2015.
D. Develop a decision matrix related to the purchase of new services or
expansion of existing services by June 30, 2015.
Strategy 3: Foster Collaboration of Resources
A. Identify innovative solutions and share potential collaborations with all
potential stakeholders at the local and regional level. (Ongoing)
B. Investigate and leverage the best utilization of the collective resources in
the county to establish an effective and efficient data center by June
30, 2015.
C. Seek out best practices from conferences and user groups to develop a
method for sharing of knowledge with stakeholders by June 30, 2015.
Strategy 4: Cultivate a Lifelong Learning Culture
A. Develop a common benchmark of technology knowledge for all users in
the organization by June 30, 2016.
B. Utilize Opening Day to offer technology-focused professional
development by June 30, 2015.
C. Identify individualized learning resources by June 30, 2016.
Strategy 5: Optimize IT Resources through Continuous Improvement
A. Create a Service Catalog by June 30, 2015.
B. Generate and maintain a Device Lifecycle Plan by June 30, 2015.
C. Create a Recycling Plan for all devices within the organization by June
30, 2015.
D. Establish Onboarding and Offboarding processes including user
permissions to all systems by June 30, 2015.
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